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Glacier at 100
A storied past. An uncertain future.
STORY by JuSTin FRAnz PhOTOS by GReG LindSTROm
Stars streak over Stanton Mountain and 
Mt. Vaughn at Lake McDonald.
I
t’s understandable that stunnIng 
mountain vistas do little to surprise people who grew 
up in a place like western Montana. but when stand-
ing along the shores of lake Mcdonald at night, it 
is hard not to be rendered speechless. gazing at the 
horizon, you’re greeted with the jagged peaks of the 
lewis and Clark range shooting skyward into the darkest of 
nights. leaning back and staring into the heavens above, an 
endless number of stars stare back, each one brighter than 
the next. the sky is untarnished by the light pollution of civi-
lization. 
this is a rare jewel of unblemished nature. this is glacier 
national Park. 
In 2010, glacier is at a crossroads. On May 11, it will 
celebrate its 100th anniversary, just one event in what will 
become a yearlong tribute to america’s 10th national park. 
throughout the year, the park and other organizations will 
present numerous lectures, displays and celebrations featur-
ing glacier’s long and storied history. 
though the present is a time of celebration, the future is 
a time of concern. In the last decade, the earth’s tempera-
ture has increased by 1 degree Fahrenheit. In that same time, 
glacier’s temperature has increased by 2 degrees Fahrenheit. 
this result of climate change has put the park’s iconic gla-
ciers at risk of extinction. In 1910, when the park opened, 
approximately 150 glaciers dotted the landscape. today there 
are only 25, all of which will be gone within the next two 
decades, according to scientists. 
Continued story on page 7
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The Montana Kaimin, in its 112th 
year, is published by the students 
of the University of Montana, 
Missoula. The UM School of 
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content. 
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BIG UPS
Backhands
Caught 
in the 
Act
Toying with your body
Kaelyn Kelly and Willi Brooks
And for the spelling bee championship, your word is: Eyjafjallajokull. It’s Big Ups 
and Backhands!
Tree-huggin’ Big Ups to Earth Day for celebrating its 40th anniversary this week. 
Earth Day: It’s like a birthday party for the planet … if the planet is a person you physi-
cally abuse and steal from for 364 days of the year, except that one day when you wear 
a T-shirt saying how cool you think she is.
Cherry tree choppin’ Backhands to George Washington. Records show he never 
returned two books he borrowed from a New York library in 1789. Boy, these Nicolas 
Cage Founding-Father-conspiracy movies are getting worse and worse.
Mission accomplishin’ Big Ups to whoever put an inflatable statue of George W. 
Bush on campus last week with a plaque that said how great of a president he was. But 
enough about us, what did you do for Revisionist History Day?
Uranium enrichin’ Backhands to an Iranian cleric for saying “promiscuous women” 
cause earthquakes. So fellas, if you want to know where all the action’s at this weekend, 
we’ve got two words for you: fault lines.
Ego inflatin’ Big Ups to the person who wrote “You look great today” on a wall out-
side the Music building. Thank you, whoever you are. And to think we were actually a 
little hesitant about going to school in a leotard and coonskin cap today.
Bathroom defendin’ Backhands to the loons from out of town who are trying to 
make a ballot measure to repeal the anti-discrimination law Missoula passed last week. 
Looks like they’ll have to change the name of their website from NotMyBathroom.com 
to NotAffectingMyTownSoNotMyBathroomAnyway.com/ByTheWayWhereDoesThe-
OrdinanceSayAnythingAboutBathrooms/MaybeWeShouldJustMindOurOwnTowns-
Business. Last time we checked, that domain name was free.
“Could you please use it in a sentence?”
“Certainly: ‘Only a country that considers an artist like Björk to be a mainstream pop 
star would speak a language that has words like … Eyjafjallajokull.’”
Editor’s note: Kaelyn Kelly and Willi 
Brooks take turns writing this column, 
which is published on Fridays. This is Wil-
li’s week to write.
The term “sex toy” has been searched 
more than the term “financial crisis” on 
Google in the past two years. 
I hate statistics, but here’s a couple for 
you: 44 percent of women and 20 percent of 
men report having used a sex toy. Granted, 
this statistic came from the interWeb, so it 
may not be entirely reliable, but the fact of 
the matter is that there are a lot of people 
who use them. You may claim to not know 
anyone who uses a toy for pleasure, but you 
do. Trust me, you do.
But this article isn’t about the number 
of people who use sex toys, it’s about using 
safe sex toys. 
You know that smell of plastic that 
seems like it must be unhealthy? Well, it 
is! Not in your shower curtains or products 
that you use every day, but in sex toys. That 
smell that reminds you of chemicals actu-
ally comes from chemicals. And it’s some-
thing you might have smelled when taking 
your vibrator out of its box.
The chemicals we’re talking about are 
called phthalates, pronounced thaa-lates. 
This is a solution put into plastics to make 
them more bendable, flexible and jelly-like. 
Now on to the scary part: Phthalates 
have been shown to have hazardous effects 
on genitalia and have even been known to 
promote cancer growth. So if you’re using 
a product that was made in China, it could 
be time for you to be looking for a new 
“friend.” 
Human sexuality professor and reg-
istered sexologist (yes, you can major in 
sex) Lindsey Doe says, “Anything that has 
a coating on it that can be clear or has a 
chemical smell, often are they harmful to 
us, yes. A lot of products that are porous 
are harmful to the body, especially to or-
gans like the vagina or the rectum that are 
very absorbent. Then you put a product in 
that is essentially chemicals that are wear-
ing off and are gathered by your tissues. 
You’re messing with a very sensitive envi-
ronment.” 
Remember those commercials that talk 
about how “plastics make it possible?” 
Well, thanks a lot, plastics.
But instead of getting mad, let’s get glad. 
There are thousands of websites that want 
to sell you phthalate-free sex toys. These 
“green” sex shops offer a wide variety of 
lead-free, safe toys for anyone to enjoy. 
One of the most popular sites is eartherot-
ics.com. It offers body-friendly toys that are 
made of safe products so they won’t harm a 
person’s insides. A safe toy will cost you a 
little more than one from your local shop, 
but if the only thing you can imagine while 
using an old toy is chemicals leeching into 
your body, it’s probably time to spend the 
extra buck.
Willi Brooks is a senior studying broad-
cast journalism.
herbert.brooks@umontana.edu
Heard around campus
“No dude, I’m not peeing. I can just make rain 
come out of my penis.”
-heard near the Beckwith Park-N-Ride stop
“I love having no soul.”
-heard on the Oval
“I was shocked at how hot I was.”
-heard outside the Natural Sciences building
Top 5 Most-Viewed Stories 
on MontanaKaimin.com this week
1. Relay For Life to rally for a cure on Oval
2. Around the Oval
3. A wannabe loser: Former Griz trackster  
    applies for NBC show
4. Lundquist: Religious beliefs do not     
    justify discrimination
5. UM groups aim for an ‘action-oriented’  
    Earth Week this year
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Tuesday, April 13, 5:57 a.m.
After somehow ending up 
trapped inside a construction 
fence near Pantzer Hall, a young 
man was seen pacing back and 
forth. UM’s Office of Public Safe-
ty Capt. Gary Taylor said the man 
was dressed in only a navy blue 
sweatshirt and boxer shorts. 
“He was cooperative, but he 
seemed confused,” Taylor said. 
“Maybe he went out to get the pa-
per and took the wrong door.” 
 
Sunday, April 18, 4:08 a.m.
Two men were caught toilet-
papering the trees between Craig 
and Duniway halls after knocking 
over a garbage can. When Public 
Safety officers confronted them, 
Taylor said they were both coop-
erative, but one of them ended up 
going to jail. 
“They cleaned up their mess, 
but one guy had a warrant,” Tay-
lor said. “Don’t draw attention to 
yourself if you’ve got an active 
warrant.” 
Sunday, April 18, 2 p.m.
A Subaru parked near Jesse 
Hall had a window smashed, but 
nothing of value was taken from 
the car. 
Sunday, April 18, 4:45 p.m.
A wallet was stolen from a car 
parked near the Schreiber Gym. 
The owner claimed he had locked 
the car, but Public Safety officers 
found no sign of forced entry. 
Monday, April 19, 9:30 a.m.
Footprints and dent marks were 
found on the hood of a car parked 
by Aber Hall. 
Monday, April 19, 10:29 p.m.
A female RA told Public Safety 
officers  that  a  man  tried  to  grab 
and  kiss  her  several  times  in  a 
Jesse  Hall  laundry  room.  Taylor 
said the student was charged with 
misdemeanor  sexual  assault  be-
cause  the  girl  had  never  met  the 
man before. 
“It’s  just over  the  line,” Taylor 
said.
Tuesday, April 20, 5:30 p.m.
A long, blue stripe was spray-
painted along the driver’s side of a 
student’s red car. 
“That would fry me,” Taylor 
said. 
 
Cited
Yousef Al-Mashhad, 26, 
misdemeanor sexual assault
Katherin Bucklin, 18, possession 
of dangerous drugs
Allison Herther, 19, possession of 
drug paraphernalia
Albert Onepennee, 29, partner/
family member assault
April 14, 8:30 a.m.
Sometime during the night, 
someone vandalized with graffiti 
a trailer that serves as a labora-
tory for UM’s Health and Human 
Performance department. Under-
neath a UM emblem, a circle with 
the word “WAR” was drawn in 
yellow spray paint.
Police 
Blotter
Mike Gerrity
Montana Kaimin
Construction confusion, cooperative can-crashers, car concerns
Military policies banning 
women from the frontline are dis-
appearing as the number of female 
veterans in the United States nears 
1.9 million.
“I think we’re growing up,” 
Army National Guard Capt. 
Dawn Gray said. “If you look at 
other countries, especially Israel, 
women are not excluded from any 
combat role if they can physically 
handle it.”
The role of women in war 
has expanded significantly since 
World War II, when women 
moved into the workplace void left 
by men going off to war. 
“There are only a few places 
that women aren’t actively as-
signed and I expect that will 
change, too,” Gray said.
Female pilots fly combat mis-
sions for the Air Force and Navy. 
Though Army policy prohibits 
women from the frontline, tem-
porary assignments and test pro-
grams, as well as changing dy-
namics of urban warfare in Iraq, 
have put more female soldiers into 
combat.
The Missoula Vet Center will 
host a talk and film screening to-
night at 7:15 p.m. in UC 333 to rec-
ognize the service of women vet-
erans and the specific challenges 
they face after returning home.
Gray will start the event with a 
30-minute presentation about the 
history and changes of military 
policy for female soldiers, as well 
as her personal experiences lead-
ing a combat stress-prevention 
team in Iraq.
A short intermission to visit 
with vendors offering services for 
veterans will be followed with a 
screening of the documentary “Li-
oness.” The film tells the story of 
the first female Army soldiers to 
enter ground combat as part of a 
Marine unit in Iraq, even though 
they were restricted from some of 
the training offered to their male 
counterparts.
“Because they were attached to 
a unit taking Baghdad, these wom-
en ended up seeing combat even 
though they technically aren’t sup-
posed to,” said Brian Becker, the 
Missoula Vet Center outreach spe-
cialist who organized the event. 
“There are a lot of women in Iraq 
and Afghanistan going above and 
beyond the call of duty, earning 
silver stars and being under fire.”
Army Reserve Capt. Tracy 
Mitchell, an Iraq War veteran 
from UM’s Military Science De-
partment, said she did not see ma-
jor differences between the wom-
en and men with whom she served.
“I feel like gender wasn’t re-
ally an issue, we were all over 
there to do whatever we were as-
signed,” Mitchell said of her per-
sonal experience as a detachment 
Jayme Fraser
Montana Kaimin
Event to honor female veterans, publicize services
See VETERANS, page 4
Sex sells, but can it sell a cap-
puccino from a drive-through 
booth at 6 a.m.? 
Missoula will find out in a few 
days when Ooh La Latte opens up 
for business on Russell Avenue. 
Like most coffee huts in town, it 
will open at 5:30 a.m. and close in 
the early evening. Except it will 
also be closed on Sundays out 
of respect for the nearby church 
crowds, because all the baristas 
will be dressed in high-end linge-
rie.  
The theme is nothing new to 
the northwestern United States. 
Dozens of coffee shops featuring 
girls in skimpy outfits have made 
names for themselves in places 
like Washington and Oregon. Ac-
cording to Ooh La Latte founder, 
Tim Wilson, his brand will be the 
first espresso bar of its kind in 
Montana.
“Hopefully we’ll be the only 
ones for a while,” Wilson said.
Wilson and his co-owner, 
Lindsey Maplethorpe, have been 
working to put the finishing touch-
es on the place so it can open for 
business within the next few days. 
By printing the text of the exterior 
sign and menu in a “French-style 
font,” Wilson said he hopes the 
place will feel a bit more Europe-
an and high-end. That goes for the 
outfits, too.
“We have literally $1,000 in 
lingerie,” Wilson said.
That money has gone into pro-
viding corsets, booty shorts, stock-
ings and high heels to the four em-
ployees the shop will already have 
by opening day, and for whomever 
they may hire afterward. 
Lacey Wisdom, 23, found work 
there through a friend who saw the 
job listed on Craigslist more than 
a month ago. On Thursday after-
noon, Maplethorpe was giving her 
a few more lessons about how to 
work the espresso machine. To 
ratchet up the stimulant factor of 
its menu, the shop will be selling 
iced cocktails of common energy 
drinks and flavored syrup. Among 
them, a concoction of peach syrup, 
lemonade, iced tea, club soda and 
Monster Energy Drink will appear 
on the menu as a “That’s What She 
Said.”
Some of these businesses, 
deemed “sexpresso” shops by their 
objectors, have steamed up other 
communities with controversy 
from residents who have found the 
idea offensive. An espresso stand 
called Knotty Bodies in Bellevue, 
Wash., drew criticism from resi-
dents who claimed the shop was 
set up too close to a playground.
Criminal charges ranging from 
public exposure to prostitution 
have been levied against several 
other Washington coffee shops as 
well, such as Grab-n-Go Espresso 
in Everett and Bikini Bottoms in 
Puyallup. The charges against four 
employees of Grab-n-Go Espresso 
were dropped earlier this spring.
Wilson said he expects the 
women he employs to abide by 
very strict policies and will not 
tolerate any illegal activity.
“Flirting and that kind of stuff 
is part of the job,” Wilson said, 
“But we’re selling coffee. We’re 
not selling sex.”
Wilson already has a second 
location for Ooh La Latte ready 
to open up next to a Harley David-
son dealership sometime in May. 
He said he hopes to add a bit of a 
“biker twist” to the outfits there.
michael.gerrity@umontana.edu
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commander for a postal unit.
Becker said he was inspired 
to host the appreciation event for 
women veterans after reading na-
tional news stories about a lack of 
services for them upon return.
In contrast to those reports, 
Becker said Montana Veteran Af-
fairs works to help women as much 
as male veterans. For instance, 
each Veteran Affairs division has 
a women’s program manager. 
Becker said he hopes the event 
tonight not only honors the service 
of women veterans, but increases 
community awareness about how 
many there are.  
More than 16 percent of all 
Montanans are veterans, the high-
est concentration of any state and 
higher than the national average of 
12.6 percent, according to the Cen-
sus Bureau and the U.S. Depart-
ment of Veteran Affairs. Women 
veterans make up 2 percent of 
Montana’s total population, also 
one of the nation’s highest rates.
Mitchell said one-third of all 
students enrolled in UM’s Military 
Science Department are women.
Becker and Gray encourage 
students to attend if they are con-
sidering military service or are 
interested in learning more about 
the specific needs of the growing 
population of women veterans.
jayme.fraser@umontana.edu
VETERANS
From page 3Baristas at new coffee shop to wear lingerie
Mike Gerrity
Montana Kaimin
Ali Vandergon/Montana Kaimin
Employee Lacey Wisdom, 23, stands next to the espresso machine at coffee 
shop Ooh La Latte, located just off of Russell and Brooks, which is slated to open 
within the coming week.  
MK
Montana Kaimin
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Tyson Alger
Montana Kaimin
Matt McLeod
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A wannabe loser: Former Griz trackster applies for NBC show 
UM men’s tennis team eyeing tournament upset
Everything in Derin Gebhardt’s 
life is big. His work is based in a 
big lot surrounded by boulders, 
massive dirt piles and heavy ma-
chinery. At the center of all the 
masses is his semi-truck, which he 
drives for Peterson Trucking Inc. 
The baby blue of the truck match-
es the color of the cap, shirt and 
jeans he wore Thursday afternoon. 
A banner emblazed upon the front 
of the truck read “OVERSIZE 
LOAD.”
Along with the color of his ap-
parel, this banner is something 
Gebhardt has in common with his 
truck. 
As a 27-year-old former Mon-
tana track and field athlete from 
Roundup, Gebhardt has struggled 
with weight his entire life. In first 
grade, he was 105 pounds. By his 
senior year in high school, when 
he was all-state in track and all-
conference in football, his weight 
had ballooned to 360 pounds. 
With that weight came strength. 
Gebhardt was on an athletic schol-
arship at the University of Mon-
tana. He competed in throwing 
events like shot put and discus. 
Even with the availability of train-
ers and a gym, his weight still in-
creased to 375. That weight has 
steadily increased in the four years 
since Gebhardt graduated, putting 
him at a steady 400 pounds today. 
For years Gebhardt has been 
telling himself he would get in 
shape, but he hasn’t. Health prob-
lems started to mount. With a ris-
ing blood pressure and pre-stages 
of sleep apnea — Gebhardt has 
been sleeping with a sleep apnea 
mask since 2002 — to comple-
ment growing fears of potential 
heart attack, stroke and diabetes, 
Gebhardt has finally decided to 
make a change. 
That change will hopefully 
come in the form of becoming the 
Biggest Loser. 
After encouragement from his 
cousin, Dave Picchioni, Gebhardt 
has sent in a video application to 
be a participant in the popular 
NBC show “The Biggest Loser.” 
The show features overweight 
contestants doing various compe-
titions and tasks in a quest to drop 
pounds. The winner of the show 
not only comes away with a check 
for $250,000, but, generally, the 
contestants come away as com-
pletely different people. 
“Dave came to me with the idea 
about a year ago and I just blew 
him off,” Gebhardt said while rub-
bing the orange goatee he sports 
on his flush face. “Then he came 
to me again this year and I thought 
about it for a few days and finally I 
said I would do it. “
Once Gebhardt agreed, Pic-
chioni drove out from Roundup to 
help craft a video application. 
In the two weeks since the vid-
eo has been posted, it has amassed 
nearly 1,000 views on YouTube. 
A fan page has been created on 
Facebook for Gebhardt. “Big D for 
Biggest Loser” currently has about 
1,200 followers on Facebook.
“The response we’ve gotten 
about the video has been pretty in-
credible,” Picchioni said. “People 
just like him and want to see good 
for him. I’m behind him 100 per-
cent, whatever he wants to do. I 
mean, I was willing to stop work-
ing for the day, drive out five hours 
to Missoula to just help him with 
the video.” 
While Picchioni believes Geb-
hardt has a good shot of making 
the show, in reality, the chances 
are slim, as millions of people ap-
ply. 
But if Gebhardt doesn’t make 
the show, the application process 
won’t be all for nothing. 
Since making the video, his life 
has already changed. The over-
whelming online support is one 
thing, but seeing himself on the 
video really drove the point home 
to Gebhardt that he needed to get 
healthy. 
“You sit around all day and 
think, ‘Oh I need to lose some 
weight,’ then one day your cousin 
sends you an e-mail and you de-
cide to go along with it and make a 
video,” he said. “When I watched 
the video it became a reality. I 
can’t lie to myself anymore. You 
see somebody else in the mirror 
after that.” 
Gebhardt no longer sits around 
thinking about getting healthier. 
He’s now out there doing it. In-
stead of waiting a year before he 
hears back from NBC, Gebhardt 
has started to work out. He goes on 
walks and jogs now, and has been 
visiting his old stomping grounds 
at Dornblaser Field where he has 
been helping with track events and 
throwing the discus again. 
Out on the track is where you’ll 
generally find Montana head 
coach Brian Schweyen. As a coach 
for Gebhardt several years ago, 
Schweyen is one of many who 
want to see him lose weight. 
“From a health standpoint it 
would be fantastic for him,” Schw-
eyen said. “The confidence and 
lifestyle that it would give him is 
exactly what he needs.” 
Schweyen said becoming a par-
ticipant on the “Biggest Loser” 
would be great for Gebhardt be-
cause he has always enjoyed com-
petition. 
“I remember him as being very 
competitive. I think for him it’s 
just hard for him to take the ini-
tiative to push himself. If he can 
get on there, I think he’ll respond. 
He’s never been afraid of hard 
work, it’s just the motivation he 
needs,” Schweyen said.
Whether he makes the show or 
not, Gebhardt does have the drive 
now. Not only does he have the 
self-motivation after creating his 
video, but also the aid of all the 
fans that have rallied behind his 
cause. 
“All of the support has been 
heartwarming and sends a chill 
up my spine,” Gebhardt said. “It’s 
just starting to put some pressure 
on me, which is good. I’m going to 
be held accountable. There’s only 
one way to go and that’s to lose the 
weight. I’d feel like I’d be letting 
2,000 people down if I didn’t.” 
Losing the weight for all those 
people who Gebhardt can’t thank 
enough is one thing. But the main 
goal for Gebhardt, besides losing 
150 to 200 pounds, is to become 
healthy and no longer carry the so-
cial stigma that he said is associ-
ated with obesity. 
“I’m closing that chapter on my 
life and making changes. I have a 
positive attitude about it and I’m 
going to try,” he said. “I’m not go-
ing to try, I’m going to make the 
changes.”
tyson.alger@umontana.edu
Revenge is always sweet, but this time, payback would 
taste sublime.
The Montana men’s tennis team heads to Sacramento, 
Calif., as the fourth seed in the Big Sky Tournament, where 
it will meet tournament host Sacramento State Saturday. 
Three weeks after their last trip to the California capi-
tal, something still smacks sour in the back of Griz players’ 
mouths. They’d returned home with a serious Hornet sting 
— a 6–1 walloping at the hands of the league’s top team.
Since then, the winds of change have been whistling 
around coach Chris Nord’s club. They’ve rattled off five 
wins in their last six games, the only loss coming in a 4–3 
heartbreaker at Weber State.
The run culminated in a rare homestand last weekend, 
when the Griz played their first match at campus’ Lindsay 
Tennis Center in two years. Montana reeled off back-to-
back-to-back wins against Eastern Washington, Northern 
Colorado and Montana State to finish 6–2 in conference, 
tied for second in the Big Sky. (Tiebreakers bumped them 
down to the No. 4 seed.)
Now it’s time for the road warriors to jump the biggest 
hurdle of them all, and Nord isn’t taking anything for grant-
ed.
“I don’t really look at it from a momentum standpoint,” 
Nord said. “I look at it like a whole new deal. This is going 
to be a huge challenge, and the tournament has a different 
atmosphere. It’s more intense.”
The bad news facing the Griz Saturday is Sacramento 
State, which is 7–1 in conference play, and hasn’t lost in a 
league match since its first Big Sky contest, a 6–1 loss at 
Northern Arizona on Jan. 21.
The good news? Sacramento State isn’t exactly roaring 
into the matchup, either. The Hornets have dropped four 
straight, albeit against high-powered California teams Fres-
no State, San Diego, Santa Clara and Santa Barbara.
The Griz do have a good luck charm: the hot racket of 
freshman Mike Facey, the reigning Big Sky Conference 
Player of the Week.
The Sacramento-area youngster has shown toughness 
beyond his years all season, and is pouring it on late. Facey 
has run his season record to 10–5 overall and 5–3 in confer-
ence play, and is riding a four-match winning streak. In his 
last 10 matches, Facey is 8–2.
On Friday, Facey defeated Eastern Washington’s Chad 
Henninger 6–4, 6–7, 6–4 from the No. 5 spot, followed by 
a 6–2, 6–1 victory Saturday over Northern Colorado’s Con-
nor Buchanan, hitting in fourth position. On Sunday, Facey 
topped Esteban Ferraro of Montana State 6–2, 6–3, again 
from fourth.
Now he’ll get the chance to make it a memorable home-
coming.
Derin Gebhardt poses in front of his semi at Peterson Trucking Inc.  Gebhardt, a former shot put and discus thrower on the 
Grizzly track and field team, recently submitted an application for “The Biggest Loser.”
Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin
See TENNIS, page 16
I don’t really look at 
it from a momentum 
standpoint. I look at it 
like a whole new deal. 
This is going to be a 
huge challenge, and 
the tournament has a 
different atmosphere. 
It’s more intense. ”
“
-Chris Nord, men’s tennis coach
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UM freshmen Addie Lepley gets ready to send a javelin sailing through the air at 
track and field practice on Thursday afternoon at Dornblaser Field. The UM track 
and field teams travel to Pullman, Wash., this weekend for the Washington State 
Cougar Invitational. 
Ben Coulter/Montana Kaimin
Griz track and field looking to continue recent dominance
Troy Warzocha
Montana Kaimin
Fresh off a phenomenal per-
formance at last week’s Montana 
Open, the University of Montana’s 
track and field teams travel to 
Pullman, Wash., this weekend to 
compete in the Washington State 
Cougar Invitational.
“We had some great perfor-
mances,” said UM track and field 
program director Brian Schweyen. 
“A lot of lifetime bests. And then 
we had some people that maybe 
didn’t have the meet they were 
looking for. This week we want 
everyone to have the meet they 
want. More confidence. More ev-
erything this week.”
With nearly 350 other athletes 
slated to compete, other schools 
participating will be Washington 
State, University of Idaho, Eastern 
Washington, and Spokane Com-
munity College.
With three competitions left 
before the Big Sky Conference 
Championships, the Grizzlies are 
establishing themselves as a team 
to be reckoned with.
Thus far this season, the Griz-
zly women have nearly locked 
up the maximum amount of en-
tries into the Big Sky Champion-
ships, securing 21 of the 25 entries 
they’re allowed. Among all 21 ath-
letes, there have been 32 qualifica-
tions in 17 of the 19 events at the 
conference championships. The 
only events in which no one has 
yet to qualify are the hammer and 
pole vault. 
The men’s squad has also had 
a successful campaign this spring. 
The men have 17 athletes hold-
ing 20 qualifications in 12 of 19 
events.
The track and field teams have 
been stellar all season, and last 
weekend was just another day at 
the office for the squads at the 
Montana Open in Missoula.
The Griz won 23 events in all 
and produced 12 conference-qual-
ifying performances.
With all the success across the 
board, it was going to take some-
thing special for one athlete to 
stand out above the rest. Leave it 
to three-time Big Sky Conference 
Women’s Track Athlete of the 
Week sophomore Katrina Dren-
nen to make the biggest splash. 
Building upon her already mag-
nificent season, Drennen broke 
an 11-year-old record in the 1,500 
meters, running an altitude-ad-
justed time of 4:21.10.   Drennen’s 
raw time broke the record set by 
Sabrina Monro in 1999 by nearly 
a full second.
“(Drennen) works as hard as 
anybody,” Schweyen said. “She 
has the desire and the drive to ex-
cel and maximize her potential. I 
think the harder she works and the 
more she achieves, everyone’s ex-
pectations of her — including her 
own — go up.”
The spectacular run has Dren-
nen at 13th in the West Region 
and in position to qualify for the 
1,500 meters at the NCAA West 
Region preliminaries in late May 
in Austin, Texas. Until last week-
end, Drennen was qualified for the 
5,000 meters as well, but a slew of 
great performances at the Mt. San 
Antonio College Relays in Wal-
nut, Calif., dropped her from 27th 
to 55th. In order to compete in the 
5,000 at the prelims, Drennen will 
need to crack the top 48 in the re-
gion by the end of the season.
However, it wasn’t only the 
women’s team that took home the 
glory last Saturday. Junior Jason 
Flemmer was spectacular in jav-
elin for the men, throwing 219 
feet 4 inches, and freshman Austin 
Emry reached 6 feet 10.25 inches 
in the high jump.
While still very early into his 
career, Emry’s impressive leap 
was a personal best that moved 
him into a tie for 27th place in 
West regional qualifying.
The throw from Flemmer is 
also a career-best and the top 
throw so far in the Big Sky this 
season. Not only does the heave 
naturally qualify him for confer-
ence, but it puts Flemmer at 20th 
in the West Region.
“It was nice to get a throw out 
there, but the season’s still early,” 
Flemmer said. “Hopefully in con-
ference I’ll hit a big thrill and go 
to regionals and hit another big 
thrill.”
Flemmer, a transfer from Spo-
kane Community College who’s 
in his first year with the team, is 
preparing to see a lot of famil-
iar faces this weekend, including 
Ryan Weidman, his former coach.
“It’ll be exciting,” Flemmer 
said. “It’ll be easy to get up for 
this meet. We have a pretty good 
relationship.”
With the top performers from 
each squad oozing with confidence 
as the season grinds on, Schweyen 
is hoping it trickles down to the 
rest of his athletes.
“I want (their confidence) to 
be contagious,” Schweyen said. “I 
want everyone to look at that and 
See TRACK, page 16
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HISTORY AT EVERY TURN
It’s mid-April and at the Lake McDonald Lodge con-
struction crews are busy preparing for the hordes of sum-
mer tourists who will stay here in the coming months. They 
repair the historic building and the surrounding grounds as 
dust flies into the air and backhoes go back and forth with 
loads of dirt and gravel. The construction site looks undeni-
ably out of place against the mountain backdrop. 
The first hotel built on this site was the work of George 
Snyder in 1895, 15 years before the park’s creation. Accord-
ing to Kass Hardy, centennial coordinator for the park, the 
first settlers came to this region in the 1850s in the hope of 
finding riches in the form of minerals. Instead they found 
another type of moneymaker — natural beauty. 
“Those miners decided to stay and settle in the region 
and tried to make a buck another way,” she said. “They were 
really the first people (to) come about who said, ‘Gosh, we 
can create a tourist hot spot here and really take advantage 
of the natural resources in a more conservative way.’”
To do this, they would offer visitors tours of the area in 
boats and on horseback, as well as act as fishing and hunt-
ing guides.  
Those visitors had a new way to get to the area, in the 
form of the Great Northern Railway, which was completed 
over Marias Pass in 1891. Owned by the legendary “Empire 
Builder” J.J. Hill, the Great Northern connected St. Paul, 
Minn., with Seattle and crossed northern Montana along the 
Hi-Line, an area of high plains just south of the Canadian 
border.  
Hill saw opportunity in the section of northwest Mon-
tana that would eventually become Glacier National Park. 
At the time, most wealthy Americans on the East Coast 
vacationed in Europe and the Swiss Alps. But Hill saw a 
way to attract people to “America’s Alps” — a  term the rail-
way’s advertising men would eventually coin — and they 
would get there on his trains. 
At the same time, George Bird Grinnell, a naturalist and 
writer, began exploring the area. His writings in various 
magazines intrigued wealthy easterners to come west. They 
began vacationing at Lake McDonald. Together with Hill 
and his son Louis, who took control of the railroad in 1907, 
Grinnell became one of the biggest supporters of the estab-
lishment of a national park. 
But not all were in support of the idea. The main opposi-
tion came from people who were already in the area. 
“The public outcry of having this park established was 
huge because it would draw more people to the park (and) 
it would take away people’s rights to hunt, fish and trap,” 
Hardy said. 
But the white settlers who came in the mid-19th century 
were not the only ones who would be affected by the estab-
lishment of a national park. 
In the early 1700s, Native Americans who would eventu-
ally form the Blackfeet, Salish and Kootenai tribes migrated 
west and settled in the areas around Flathead Lake and east 
of the mountains on the Hi-Line. They used to summer in 
the area that would become Glacier National Park, using it 
for hunting, fishing and spiritual purposes. The descendents 
of these people still feel the effects of the park’s creation. 
“The centennial is not a celebration for everyone,” Hardy 
said. “To the tribes it is a loss … It is very important to real-
ize that these people are still here and that it’s not history. It 
is a continuing story.”
Hardy added that the park tries to work with members 
of the tribes as often as possible, meeting with them a few 
times a year and including them in the planning for the cen-
tennial. 
But the locals weren’t alone in opposing the creation of 
the park. In 1907 and 1908, two bills attempting to estab-
lish Glacier were introduced in Congress, but both failed to 
pass. At the time, it appeared that the dream of some would 
never be realized. 
Then, in the summer of 1909, Montana Sen. Thomas 
Carter introduced a third bill that would then spend six 
months stuck in committee, nearly forgotten. But not by ev-
erybody.
Louis Hill used his contacts to champion the cause. On 
May 11, 1910, Glacier National Park became a reality when 
the bill was signed into law by President William Howard 
Taft. 
A PARK IS BORN
Now the real work began. Even though the park was un-
der the control of the federal government, the chore of de-
veloping it fell to Hill and the Great Northern. 
Hill realized that with the park’s creation, even more 
people would begin making the trek west. The Great North-
ern began to build trails, roads, chalets and hotels within the 
park. In 1914, the White Motor Company began operating 
bus tours throughout the park, a predecessor to the “reds” or 
“jammers” that were built in the late 1930s and became an 
instant icon of Glacier. It was the same year that Hill, want-
ing even more control over the park’s formation, created the 
Glacier Park Hotel Company and began to dive into an even 
more detail-oriented oversight. 
It was this attention to detail that helped the Great North-
ern secure the business of thousands of passengers destined 
for Glacier. In the first seven years of the park’s existence, 
the railroad spent more than double what the American gov-
ernment had. By the late 1920s, the money spent reached 
over $2.3 million. 
With its investment, the railroad had created a world-
class tourist destination. Many say that without the heavy 
influence of J.J. and Louis Hill and the Great Northern, the 
park would not exist as it does today, and maybe not at all. 
But soon the government would be doing its part to 
maintain and expand the park as the Great Depression put 
millions of people out of work and in soup lines. 
To counter unemployment, President Franklin D. Roos-
evelt created the Civilian Conservation Corps in 1933. The 
corps was a move to put unemployed men back to work. 
Many found themselves in Glacier building trails, roads, 
campsites and buildings, as well as fighting fire and cutting 
burned timber. 
It was about the same time that one of the park’s most 
iconic aspects was constructed. The idea for the 52-mile 
road that would eventually be known as  Going-to-the-Sun 
Road had come shortly after the park’s creation. Surveying 
began in the early 1920s, but construction wouldn’t begin 
until the 1930s. The road would finally be complete in 1934, 
connecting West Glacier to St. Mary, Mont., by way of Lo-
gan Pass and the Continental Divide. 
However, there wouldn’t be much time to enjoy the new 
road as the 1940s dawned and America entered World War 
II. As the nation focused its attention on the war front in 
Europe and the Pacific, Glacier National Park fell silent as 
hotels and facilities closed. Even the Great Northern, which 
had worked so hard to create the tourist destination, rarely 
stopped at Glacier. 
But the buildings, trails and lands still had to be main-
tained. That job fell to conscientious objectors, people who 
wouldn’t go to war on the basis of religion and formed the 
Civilian Public Service Camp in 1942. Between 1942 and 
1946, the men at Belton would maintain the park and fight 
forest fires, as well as build new fire lookouts. 
With the conclusion of the war, Glacier National Park 
reopened on June 15, 1946. In an effort to regain what they 
had before the war, Great Northern promoters printed a 
series of advertisements that invited people west and said 
“Welcome Back to Glacier Park.” Two hundred thousand 
Americans took them up on the offer that year and even 
more followed suit in the years to come. Today, that num-
ber reaches well over 2 million visitors a year. In 2010, that 
number could get even higher as the park entices visitors 
with a year of celebration. 
See GLACIER, page 8
Glacier at 100
Early spring snowmelt from Sprague Creek runs into Lake McDonald on the west side of Glacier National Park.  
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A YEAR TO REMEMBER 
A basement cubicle is quite the contrast to the stunning 
scenery that’s just outside, but that’s the view of Kass Har-
dy’s office at park headquarters in West Glacier. Over the 
past year it has been her job to plan and coordinate the more 
than 100 events that will be taking place this year. 
“We’re honoring a lot of different things for the park this 
year,” she said. “A lot of people who think of Glacier think 
of the natural scenery, the mountain peaks and the glaciers 
themselves … but there is a lot of cultural history that’s 
taken place here and that’s what I think is most significant 
about honoring the 100th anniversary of a place like Gla-
cier.” 
More than 180 organizations have been involved with the 
celebration by either hosting events outside the park — a 
major help, considering the park isn’t suited for such events 
— or donating money. The largest donation came from 
the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railroad, descendant of 
Hill’s Great Northern, which gave a half-million dollars to 
kick off fundraising early on in the centennial planning. 
Other funding for the centennial celebration has come 
from the Glacier National Park Fund, which has been gath-
ering money through the sale of products featuring the cen-
tennial logo.
But according to Hardy, funding will also support a se-
ries of legacy projects aimed at enhancing the park for years 
to come. Over the course of the year, seven projects will be 
under way, including handicap accessibility improvement, 
the construction and restoration of various scenery and 
wildlife lookouts, and an attempt to reduce the amount of 
light pollution at night.
“It’s a special time for a lot of people here, whether they 
worked here in the past or are a first-time visitor,” Hardy 
said. 
A SUMMER THAT NEVER ENDED
One of those people is Brad Blickhan, who has been a 
park ranger at Glacier since 1994, but started working in 
the park in 1987, driving the historic red buses. Working in 
Glacier was his uncle’s idea. 
“He was a priest and he said that he had the time of his 
life, and I’m not a priest, so I figured I’d come out and have 
more fun,” Blickhan said with a laugh, checking up on 
things at the Apgar Campground. 
Blickhan said he realized he was in the right place soon 
after getting to Glacier. 
“The first night I was here I went to a bar and saw cow-
boys and Indians and then I walked down a trail and saw a 
sign saying, ‘Be careful of grizzly bears, people have been 
killed,’ and I was like, ‘This is pretty cool and, you know, 
this place feels like home,’” he said. 
Blickhan grew up in the Midwest and went to college 
there to study business, but said it wasn’t something he re-
ally wanted to do. When he took the job as a “jammer” — 
a name given to the bus drivers because they often had to 
“jam” the gears on the steep roads — he knew he was home. 
This became particularly clear in the summer of 1991, when 
he didn’t return west. 
“I was miserable and I was like, ‘I’ve got to get back to 
Glacier,’” he said. “I came out here and loved it.” 
In 1994, Blickhan became a seasonal park ranger and 
in 2002 was hired year-round to work the Lake McDonald 
District. It was a move that surprises him even now, and he 
added that in years past he would have never considered be-
ing a ranger.
“But here I am behind a badge and a gun, but I love being 
here and sharing my backyard with folks,” he said. 
As a park ranger there isn’t much Blickhan doesn’t do, 
he said, but law enforcement is his primary job. He and the 
other rangers also serve as first responders, search and res-
cue teams and firefighters. 
Glacier at 100
“You name it, I do it,” he said. “(But) our main job is to 
educate people.”
He’s forever grateful for getting that summer job back 
in 1987.
“I guess it made me understand more about what I want-
ed to do,” he said. “Glacier is home to me and I know it so 
well that I don’t ever want to leave … Glacier Park made me 
who I am today.” 
He can’t wait for this year’s celebration. 
“I’m really looking forward to it. There is a big jammer 
reunion in September and I’m looking forward to seeing a 
lot of old friends … I think it’ll be a real neat summer, to 
see how people have changed and to see that the park hope-
fully hasn’t changed since those folks worked here,” he said. 
SLOW DEATH OF A GLACIER
But the park has changed and scientists say that forces 
far beyond its borders will permanently alter the landscape. 
A report released earlier this month by the Rocky Moun-
tain Climate Organization and the Natural Resources De-
fense Council said that all of the park’s glaciers could be 
gone completely within two decades. The report also said 
that of the 37 named glaciers in the park, only 25 are still 
big enough to actually be considered glaciers.
It’s a fact that is being confirmed by scientists familiar 
with Glacier and its namesake. 
“I think that it’s an iconic statement that people register 
worldwide: ‘Here is a place called Glacier National Park 
that no longer has any glaciers.’ I think the day that that’s 
announced, it’ll make worldwide headlines. Think about 
that. You don’t make worldwide headlines on stuff out of 
Montana very often,” said Steve Running, a University of 
Montana professor of ecology who won a Nobel Peace Prize 
in 2007 for his work on the United Nation’s Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change. 
Running said the loss of glaciers in Glacier National 
Park is the most visible example of climate change in the 
United States.
“The snow and ice is just so obvious. You can see it. You 
don’t need a degree in earth science to be able to see what 
the snow pack is doing,” Running said. 
But no one has done as much direct study of what is hap-
pening to the glaciers as Daniel Fagre, a research ecologist 
for the United States Geological Survey in West Glacier. 
Fagre came to Glacier in 1990 after Congress passed the 
Global Climate Change Research Act, which created a posi-
tion at Glacier for someone to study climate change. It was 
one of many parks selected for the project, mainly because 
they’re some of the few ecosystems that remain intact in the 
United States.
Fagre said Glacier has made the effects of climate change 
obvious. 
“You can look at a glacier and know it is responding to 
long-term climate change because it is basically a big check-
ing account for the climate. It’s just a balance of precipita-
tion and temperature and if it is shrinking or expanding, you 
know that you’re having long-term climate change,” he said. 
“Of course, since it is so visual and people can see it, it’s a 
lot easier to believe than a bunch of numbers about carbon, 
so that makes it more in tune, because everyone knows that 
when ice gets warm, it melts, and you don’t have to explain 
a lot of complicated physics, so it’s a very iconic symbol of 
climate change.”
Fagre said many glaciers in the park have now shrunk 
below what is normally considered a glacier — a pack of 
moving ice that must be at least 25 acres in size. 
“When you’re only 25 acres in size and you have increas-
ing temperatures, your future is pretty limited,” Fagre said. 
Fagre said Glacier started to warm up in about 1917, but 
when people noticed the change in the 1920s, many brushed 
it off as a return to “normal” after the Little Ice Age, one of 
the earth’s most recent cooling periods. But by the 1980s, 
people realized that temperatures were going past what was 
normal. 
According to Fagre, this is the warmest the earth has 
been in more than 1,000 years, with some estimates even 
saying the warmest in 10,000 to 160,000 years. 
Fagre said the earth has always gone through cycles, but 
Amtrak’s Empire Builder wraps around a curve near West Glacier, Mont., along the Flathead River. The Great Northern Railway was 
important in the development of Glacier National Park in the early part of the 20th century. 
Repeat photography is used to measure glacial retreat.  Sperry Glacier is seen here in 1913 and 2008.
‘Here is a place called Glacier National Park that no longer has any glaciers’. i think 
that the day that that’s announced it’ll make worldwide headlines. Think about that.
-Steve Running, Nobel Peace Prize winner and UM professor
“
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People attending a weekend symposium 
about Glacier National Park will gain a better 
understanding of its creation and the fact that it 
didn’t just happen overnight, according to Wil-
liam Farr of the Center for the Rocky Mountain 
West.
The University of Montana’s education pro-
gram will be joined by Glacier National Park 
and Flathead Valley Community College in host-
ing “History and Memory in Glacier National 
Park’s Centennial Year 2010,” to be held this 
weekend in Kalispell.
“What people should take away from this is 
that constant change has marked the park and 
to accept it,” Farr said.
The symposium, which will be taking place 
at the community college, starts at 7:30 p.m. to-
night with a speech by Glacier superintendent 
Chas Cartwright. Following that will be a lec-
ture by UM professor Ted Catton, who will look 
at the preservation of the park’s ecosystem.
The event continues Saturday with a series of 
lectures and speeches starting at 9:15 a.m. and 
continuing until 4 p.m. The presentations will 
cover the history of people who have shaped 
the park.
The weekend symposium is one of many 
events that are taking place throughout 2010 to 
celebrate the park’s centennial. 
On May 11, the anniversary of President Wil-
liam Howard Taft signing the bill that created 
Glacier, there will be a rededication ceremony 
at West Glacier. A series of guest speakers will 
be present and festivities start at 9 a.m.
On May 13, the Glacier Centennial Film Fes-
tival will take place at the Whitefish Mountain 
Mall Cinema.
On June 27, the Belton Chalet at West Gla-
cier will celebrate its 100th anniversary and 
will host an exhibit and festivities.
From September 9 to 12, the Hands Across 
the Border event will take place at the Many 
Glacier Hotel along the border with Waterton 
Lakes National Park.
More information and a full list of centennial 
events is available at www.glaciercentennial.
org. 
Weekend symposium 
one of many centennial events
some of these most recent changes have to be caused by 
humans because there hasn’t been an elevated amount of 
volcanism that would release so much carbon dioxide into 
the atmosphere. What could cause it is pollution by a grow-
ing human population of nearly seven billion people. 
But at least for his studies, that doesn’t matter, because 
his job, or that of the geological survey, is not to figure out 
what’s causing it or make recommendations to stop it, Fagre 
said. His job is to study what is happening inside the park.
One reason why he’s shied away from recommending 
ways to prevent global warming or save the glaciers is be-
cause, according to him, there is nothing that can be done. 
Based on the computer modeling he’s done, the glaciers will 
be gone within two decades and nothing will stop that. 
“A computer simulation model showed that the glaciers 
on the biggest basin in our park would be gone by 2030 
under a climate change scenario that was developed earlier. 
More recent climate change scenarios are much more ag-
gressive and predict much more rapid change and so that 
model is too conservative,” Fagre said. “If that continues, 
that 2030 model won’t last and they’ll be gone before that, 
and we don’t see anything on the horizon that’s going to 
slow down the melt of the glaciers.”
Both Running and Fagre said the glaciers could be gone 
as early as a decade from now and that it is not a matter of 
if they melt, but when. 
The loss of glaciers and a smaller snowpack could have 
a greater impact than just the loss of a tourist attraction, 
Running said.
“Our landscapes tend to live on mountain snowpack for 
summertime water flow. Our rivers in the summer are flow-
ing from snowpack, not from summer rainfall,” he said. 
Running said losing the snowpack could have massive 
implications for the people of western Montana because 
they would have to find new sources of water or new ways 
to save water for more of the summer season. If not, the ef-
fects could be hard felt by farmers and fishermen.
According to the April report on the state of climate 
change in Glacier, the effects are already being felt there 
and across the West. Spring run-off from snowmelt in 
creeks has started one to four weeks earlier than in the past 
all across the American West. In Montana, spring run-off 
started anywhere from five to 20 days earlier than in the 
past. 
Another thing that will greatly affect spring run-off is 
a loss of glaciers that provide consistent amounts of water. 
See GLACIER, page 10
RIGHT: Trees burnt from a 2003 fire stand on the west 
side of Glacier. With  the park’s temperatures increas-
ing, forest fires could become more prevalent in the future. 
”
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Check out a multimedia piece 
about Glacier National Park at 
MontanaKaimin.com
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There were once 23 watersheds in the park that had a 
glacier; today only 14 do. 
This lack of water could greatly affect the types of plants 
and wildlife that are able to survive and prosper in-
side the park. A loss of glaciers and snowpack could 
also have a much deadlier consequence.
Less water and a dryer landscape could lead to 
bigger and more devastating fires, Running said. 
“We have no capacity to predict, sitting here in 
mid-April, what a fire season is going to be like and 
how extreme a fire season may get. (But) because 
of the low snowpack we can almost guarantee that 
we’re going to have a bigger fire season than nor-
mal, but whether its going to be a 1910 holocaust or 
not, nobody can predict,” he said. 
According to Running, the conditions are simi-
lar to that of 1910, which could serve as an eerie 
foreshadowing, as the 100th anniversary of the 1910 
Big Burn is this year as well. The Big Burn was one 
of the most devastating fire seasons in Montana’s 
history, with thousands of acres burning late that 
summer.
The year 2003 was one of the worst fire years on 
record in Glacier. The Robert Fire started in mid-
July and shut down much of the west side of the 
park from late July until mid-August. That summer, 
145,000 acres burned in Glacier. However, park of-
ficials say fires are a natural part of the landscape, 
and important for thinning out dead organic mate-
rial, trees and plants, and making the forest more 
resilient to attacks from droughts and insects. 
But it also has huge negative effects on park visi-
tation. When 10 percent of the park burned in 2003, 
visitation to the park fell greatly compared to previ-
ous years, according to the park. In August, as fires 
raged through the western part of the park, forcing 
the evacuation of both West Glacier and Apgar, the 
park saw a 50 percent fall in visitation — equal-
ing about 258,000 fewer people — compared to the 
previous August. Even though there were no fires 
to the north, Glacier’s sister park, Waterton Lakes 
National Park in Canada, saw a significant fall in 
visitors: 7 percent fewer in July, 17 percent fewer in August 
and 15 percent fewer in September.
THE ECONOMICS OF THE ENVIRONMENT 
More fires and a loss of attractions like the glaciers could 
have an enormous effect on both the park and Montana. 
According to the report, Glacier supports more than 
3,000 jobs, which includes people who work for the Park 
Service and hotels, restaurants and shops inside the park. It 
doesn’t include the estimated 850 jobs that exist outside the 
park but are supported by its existence. 
According to a 2002 park estimate, visitors to the park 
pumped $160 million dollars into the state economy. The 
report estimates that the amount could now approach $1 bil-
lion. The money generated by visitors is a major addition to 
the state’s economy and the Kalispell area, which is current-
ly in one of the toughest economic situations in the state. 
However, a big chunk of this could disappear with a 
changing landscape.
Although no one has done a study about how visitors 
would react to the loss of glaciers, the report about climate 
change in the park referred to study numbers from Waterton 
Lakes in Canada. According to those statistics, 19 
percent of people would consider not returning to 
the park because of extreme changes to the land-
scape caused by climate variation; 38 percent said 
they would visit less often. 
While there is little the park can do to stop the 
melting of its iconic glaciers, what it can do is adapt, 
said Jack Potter, chief of the Division of Science and 
Resource Management for the park.
This includes lessening the park’s carbon foot-
print by using more fuel-efficient vehicles; preserv-
ing as much of the unspoiled nature as possible and 
studying ways to make the landscape, plants and 
animals more resilient to change; and, of course, 
educating the public about what is happening.
According to Potter, one question that’s often 
asked is if the park would change its name once the 
iconic glaciers have melted away. The answer is no.
“The park was named for the glacier features, 
not the glaciers left from the Little Ice Age,” he said. 
But regardless of the changes the park could see 
in the coming decades, there is nothing denying the 
stunning scenery that is there now. 
It is that scenery that has brought the Amick fam-
ily from Kalispell and back time and time again. As 
the late evening sun reflected on the waters of Lake 
McDonald, Jon, Kristin and their three children 
cooked a dinner of hot dogs.
“It’s so close and there are lots of family activi-
ties,” Kristin said. “It’s just very accessible for us.” 
She said the family tries to spend as many week-
ends as it can in the park, sometimes even twice a 
month during the summer.
“There is no need to go on vacation when you 
have this here,” she said. 
Potter said the scenery that brings families back 
time and time again won’t be going anywhere.
“Obviously the main geological features will 
still be here — the peaks, the streams, the sunrises 
and sunsets. It’ll still be here,” Potter said. “For our future 
ancestors it’ll still be a spectacular place. It’ll just be dif-
ferent.” 
Whatever the future may be for Glacier National Park, it 
is hard not to be lost in the present, as water crashes on rock, 
stars soar overhead and peaks stretch for the heavens. Just as 
they have for a century, and beyond. 
justin.franz@umontana.edu
Glacier National Park is full of interesting geological features beyond the 
obvious, such as these potholes along Avalanche Creek.
Glacier at 100
Ice-encrusted trees atop Mt. Brown look down on the ten-mile-long Lake McDonald.
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For most college students, 
Facebook is a prominent means 
of communication. But what role 
does this new media play in rela-
tionship conflicts? Four University 
of Montana graduate students set 
out to find that answer.
Katlyn Roggensack, Jessica 
McFadden, Anne Sherwood and 
Shiloh Sullivan’s graduate re-
search, “I Got Dumped on Face-
book: New Media’s Role in Con-
flict Management,” will be one of 
140 presentations given this Satur-
day at the University of Montana’s 
Graduate Student and Faculty Re-
search Conference.
Roggensack, a first year mas-
ter’s student in communications, 
said because there are many dif-
ferent types of media now and 
because people are using them 
in more strategic ways, the group 
wanted to see if new media were 
constructive or destructive in rela-
tionships, especially during con-
flict.
“We found that the new media 
had both good and bad impact on 
conflict,” Roggensack said. “It 
can be good because it can keep 
people talking throughout the day, 
but it can be bad because emotions 
weren’t expressed clearly.”
She said she thinks a lot of 
people can relate to the subject 
because most people who use so-
cial media, whether it is texting, e-
mailing or networking sites, have 
experienced some type of conflict.
“We surveyed 155 university 
students,” Roggensack said. “And 
I was stunned by how much people 
were willing to tell us.” 
So what kind of social media 
should people avoid during a con-
flict?
Roggensack said texting was 
the form of new media most often 
involved in the conflicts of college 
students.
She is excited to present her 
group’s research at this weekend’s 
conference because she thinks 
people will enjoy it.
“That’s what is nice about the 
topic we have chosen: It’s relevant 
to people. They want to know 
about it for their own personal 
lives,” Roggensack said.  
Kari Harris, UM associate pro-
fessor and conference co-organiz-
er, said one of the unique oppor-
tunities the conference provides is 
the chance for students to discuss 
what they’ve done.
“It’s really nice for the students 
to be able to talk to interested 
and informed people about their 
work,” Harris said. 
Harris said students and fac-
ulty get the opportunity to reach 
outside of their specialties because 
the conference has an interdisci-
plinary perspective, including ev-
eryone from music to biological 
science majors. 
“Some students do a fabulous 
job of presenting to a general audi-
ence,” Harris said. “And it’s a great 
opportunity for them to learn how 
to explain their work to someone 
who may not know much about it.”
This year’s conference features 
presentations on subjects rang-
ing from Facebook to the crisis in 
Haiti. 
Meghan Gill and Joy Gabrielli 
will be presenting “Mental Health 
in the Context of ‘Acute on Chron-
ic’ Trauma in Haitian Children” 
on Saturday. 
They researched ways in which 
developmental psychology can 
contribute to aid efforts for Haitian 
children.
Gill, a graduate student in the 
clinical psychology program, said 
they focused on this issue because 
they were deeply moved by what 
the earthquake meant for the peo-
ple of Haiti.
“We have discovered that the 
crisis facing Haitians is pretty dire 
and that, likely, children are espe-
cially vulnerable,” Gill said.
Gabrielli, also a graduate stu-
dent in the clinical psychology pro-
gram, said the situation in Haiti is 
complicated because the children’s 
trauma appears to be more chronic 
rather than isolated to the discrete 
experience of a natural disaster.  
“We were very surprised to 
learn how neglected the needs of 
children have been in the majority 
of international aid efforts,” Ga-
brielli said.  
“We know children are a vul-
nerable population, and I think 
it is naïve to assume their needs 
will be met through support 
from adult caregivers,” she said, 
Ali Vandergon/Montana Kaimin
Graduate student Katlyn Roggensack poses on the Oval.
Conference to cover topics from Facebook to Haiti
Shanda Bradshaw
Montana Kaimin
See CONFERENCE, page 16
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DAM, the first hip-hop group 
to come out of Israel and Pales-
tine, will perform in the Univer-
sity Center Ballroom Saturday 
at 7 p.m. Performing together 
since 1998, the internationally ac-
claimed group, made up of broth-
ers Tamar and Suhell Nafar and 
their friend Mahmoud Jreriand, 
has recorded albums and appeared 
in several movies. 
DAM, which stands for Da 
Arabian MCs, said its music is a 
unique fusion of East and West, 
combining Arabic percussion 
rhythms, Middle Eastern melodies 
and urban hip-hop. The group raps 
about various social issues, such 
as terrorism, drugs, racism and 
women’s rights, but its lyrics are 
most influenced by the continuing 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict and the 
Palestinian struggle for freedom 
and equality.
“They’re not hateful; they’re 
about peace. They rap for social 
justice and to end conflict in Pal-
estine,” said event coordinator 
Mackay Pierce-Eiselein, a Central 
and Southwest Asia studies ma-
jor. “I like world music and I’m 
interested in politics, so I wanted 
to give DAM a chance to get their 
message out to the Montana pub-
lic.” 
While a $10 donation is sug-
gested, the event is free because of 
sponsorships from the UM Office 
of the President and the Universi-
ty’s Mount of Olives Arabic Club. 
Pierce-Eiselein said President 
George Dennison showed great 
support for this concert. 
“He kinda made this possible,” 
Pierce-Eiselein said. “He gave us 
$2,000 for the show.”
ASUM Senator and President of 
the Arabic Language and Culture 
club Ashleen Williams worked 
with Pierce-Eiselein to make this 
concert a fundraising event for 
Playgrounds for Palestine, a non-
profit organization Williams said 
is dedicated to giving children a 
piece of their humanity back by 
building playgrounds in occupied 
territories and refugee camps.
DAM’s unique sound and so-
cially concerned lyrics have made 
it accessible and appreciated by 
music lovers around the world, 
crossing demographic boundaries.
“My grandma introduced them 
to me,” Williams said. “One time, 
I was meeting up with her and she 
was listening to an Arab hip-hop 
group, and there they were: DAM.”
Williams especially likes the 
group because it raps in three dif-
ferent languages. Though DAM 
mostly raps in Arabic, the trio will 
rap in English for the Missoula 
concert. Since many in their fan 
base are Israeli Jews, they also rap 
in Hebrew. 
But no matter the language, the 
group’s lyrics remain relevant. 
“They have a really great song 
called ‘Born Here.’ The title is 
pretty telling to the situation. Peo-
ple who were born in the area don’t 
have equal rights,” Williams said.
The group’s powerful lyrics 
have been influential internation-
ally. Some of their songs, such as 
“Min Irhabi (Who’s the Terror-
ist),” have been taught in univer-
sity classes for their relevance to 
current national affairs, as well 
as used in pro-Palestinian demon-
strations around the world. 
It hasn’t been an easy journey 
Arab hip-hop group to rap for Palestinian peace in Missoula
Tori Norskog
Montana Kaimin
Eric Oravsky/Montana Kaimin
Leaf Coneybear, played by Shane Smith, expresses his anguishes about spelling in the Putnam County Spelling Bee. The play will open tomorrow night in the Montana Theater.
See RAP, page 15
A week ago, as the sun beamed 
on Missoula and the wind granted 
a reprieve from the spring heat, 
many University of Montana stu-
dents enjoyed their day off, thanks 
to the National Conference for Un-
dergraduate Research. 
But not everyone was able to 
relax.
Behind velvet ropes and 
through a doorway at the end of 
the dark hall, voices climbed the 
musical scales to warm up for the 
evening’s rehearsal. With just the 
stage illuminated and the rest of 
the theater shrouded in darkness, 
Jere Hodgin hid in the house seats. 
Once the cast, musicians and 
crew were ready, Hodgin wasted 
no time and instructed everyone 
using their stage names. 
Stand here during this song, Ol-
ive; Rona, do this; Chip, do that.
With this done, everyone took 
their places and the show began. 
Actors came to the stage half-
costumed, using just the props and 
pieces of clothing essential to their 
characters: “Chip” in khaki shorts 
and an unfinished, white sash, and 
“Logainne” in gym shorts, toting 
an animal backpack on a set with 
half-painted walls that was rather 
comical in itself. 
Though this may have looked 
ridiculous, Hodgin, the play’s di-
rector, had the final image of the 
play in mind. 
Months of work with design-
ers, technicians, actors, a director 
and a music conductor culminate 
in tonight’s opening performance 
of “25th Annual Putnam County 
Spelling Bee.” “Spelling Bee” is 
a musical that, despite its simplic-
ity, made its way to Broadway and 
received two Tony awards in 2005. 
The simplicity comes in part 
from its characters: six kids and 
three adults, who are so uniquely 
written that they don’t need much 
help from the actors to come to 
life. 
Set in a high school gymnasi-
um, “Spelling Bee” tells the story 
of six over-achieving teens who 
learn about winning and losing 
through the course of the compe-
tition. With song titles including 
“My Unfortunate Erection,” the 
comedy pokes fun at the tribula-
tions of puberty and growing up.
The cast began rehearsing at 
the end of February, but the first 
week was focused on just learning 
the music.
“As a director, I don’t even 
like to begin staging the show un-
til they know the songs,” Hodgin 
said.
Staging didn’t begin until mid-
March, said Andy Meyers, who 
portrays William Barfee, a speller 
in the bee. 
He said the cast also spent time 
exploring how to interact with 
each other as children would, not 
as college-aged adults. 
Meyers said this play doesn’t 
have separate scenes like most 
musicals, so all the actors have had 
to be present at every rehearsal. 
This included four student actors 
who perform as part of a pre-show 
Hodgin created, adding them to 
the nine regular cast members.
“Six to 10 p.m. for the past two 
months,” he said, estimating the 
amount of time he has spent in the 
Montana Theater on campus dur-
ing the process of creating “Spell-
ing Bee.”
Meyers said this is his first col-
legiate performance since he fin-
ished his undergraduate degree in 
musical theater in 2001. He spent 
the time between his schooling 
acting in New York in many mu-
sicals and plays. He is studying for 
a master’s degree in musical the-
ater through the School of Music 
at UM.
Meyers said this has always 
been one of his favorite musicals, 
and when he learned it was going 
to be a production at UM, he was 
excited to be a part of it. He said he 
didn’t realize how much heart the 
show had.
He said Hodgin has created the 
show in a way that has kept the 
actors honest to the characters, 
which shows in the presentation of 
the story. 
“Jere has made the characters 
real,” Meyers said.
Hodgin has also crafted the 
show to be an interactive experi-
ence for those who attend. The 
playwrights had intended the mu-
sical to be interactive and it has 
incorporated audience members 
since its first presentations.  
Hodgin said he wanted every-
one to get into the play, and he 
thinks it will be fun for all. The 
volunteers will be chosen in the 
lobby prior to the show and given 
brief instructions. The names will 
be given to the actors to call as 
part of the performance.
“The show takes on a life of its 
own every night,” Meyers said.
He said he’s excited because it 
could even be someone dragged 
there by a friend or someone who 
‘Spelling Bee’ hopes to win over audiences
See SPELLING BEE, page 15
Jessica Stugelmayer
Montana Kaimin
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Matt Stone and Trey Parker 
have made a pretty decent living 
by pissing people off. Whether 
it’s through their TV show “South 
Park” or movies (the marionette 
irreverence of  “Team America: 
World Police” is the first that 
comes to mind, not to overlook 
the “South Park” feature film), 
Stone and Parker take no prison-
ers when it comes to satirizing and 
antagonizing virtually every ra-
cial group, celebrity, religious af-
filiation and prevalent ideology in 
existence. Nothing is holy, or sa-
cred, or taboo for them in their 
scourge against the hypocritical, 
the ignorant and irrational aspects 
of modern society.  
Oftentimes, this crusade comes 
across as crude, insensitive, vul-
gar, even offensive, not only to 
whom the jabs are directed, but to 
the viewers as well. At the denoue-
ment of each episode or film, how-
ever, they somehow put the taunts 
and defamatory portrayals into 
perspective, allowing the view-
ers (or victims) to step back from 
the indecency and perhaps learn 
something about themselves or the 
world at large.
In other words, it’s good, but 
definitely inelegant, satire. 
Not everyone responds to this 
coarse cartoon criticism with 
the gratefulness of one who has 
just experienced a life-changing 
epiphany — one who, after years 
of blindness, has the scales fall 
from his eyes and is finally see-
ing his true self for the first time. 
Mostly, those at the brunt of the 
joke reply defensively to the some-
what obscene depiction of certain 
individuals, groups or beliefs.
Throughout its 14-year run, 
“South Park” has stirred up its fair 
share of disenfranchised mael-
stroms, but arguably none have 
been as repercussive as the most 
recent firestorm set off by the 
show's portrayal of Muhammad, 
founder and holy prophet of Islam, 
who, according to religious tradi-
tions, cannot be depicted visually.
In the show's 200th episode 
(aptly titled “200”), Muhammad is 
vaguely (which is a severe under-
statement) depicted in the back of 
a U-Haul truck, unseen and barely 
audible, and again as wearing a 
goofy mascot bear outfit. All the 
while, the characters of South Park 
wonder aloud if this heavily ob-
scured representation of Muham-
mad is acceptable. Judging by cer-
tain outspoken reactions, it isn't.
According to a New York 
Times article, RevolutionMuslim.
com, a radical Islamic website 
based in New York (that can’t be 
reached through the UM server — 
I tried), issued a warning to Parker 
and Stone shortly after the episode 
ran last week. The warning includ-
ed a picture of Theo Van Gogh, a 
Dutch filmmaker who was slain in 
2004 after making a documentary 
about violence against Muslim 
women, and below read “Have 
Matt Stone and Trey Parker forgot-
ten about this? ... We have to warn 
Matt and Trey that what they are 
doing is stupid and they will prob-
ably wind up like Theo Van Gogh 
for airing this show. This is not a 
threat, but a warning of the real-
ity of what will likely happen to 
them.”  
Surely enough, the follow-up 
episode “201” was heavily cen-
sored, bleeping out all mentions of 
Muhammad and covering his like-
ness with a black box. The episode 
was then pulled from its rerun slot 
and isn't available for streaming on 
the show's website, SouthParkStu-
dios.com. 
This isn't the first time Parker 
and Stone flirted with an incred-
ibly sensitive and even dangerous 
subject: In 2001, Muhammad was 
depicted as a fire-wielding mem-
ber of the Super Best Friends and 
again alluded to in 2006 during 
the “Cartoon Wars” episodes (in 
which, like Tuesday’s telecast, he 
The University Theatre will be 
alive this weekend with the sounds 
of the 30th annual Buddy DeFran-
co Jazz Festival, featuring world-
renowned jazz artists performing 
alongside jazz bands from all over 
Montana and nearby states.
The festival, which takes place 
Friday and Saturday, will begin 
with a non-competitive exhibition 
of high school and college jazz 
bands and soloists who will per-
form every half hour during the 
day for guest clinicians. The clini-
cians will then spend a half hour 
working with the bands so they 
can improve their performances. 
UM will have three jazz bands 
and five combo bands performing. 
Phil Maher, a tenor sax 
player for UM Jazz Band I, said 
one of the most interesting parts 
of the festival is watching the high 
school groups that come from all 
over to perform. 
“All different levels will per-
form, from people who are young 
and just learning about jazz to pros 
who have played with legends,” 
Maher said.
The evenings will feature per-
formances by the Festival Jazz 
Trio, UM Jazz Band I and famous 
jazz artists, including Buddy De-
Franco, Shelly Berg, Terell Staf-
ford, Lee Konitz and Grace Kelly.
Buddy DeFranco changed the 
face of jazz music back in the 40s 
with his technical and improvisa-
tional skills on the clarinet. He has 
won several reputable awards, in-
cluding the National Endowment 
for the Arts Jazz Masters award, 
the nation’s highest honor in jazz. 
Professor Lance Boyd, who has 
organized this festival for the past 
30 years, changed the name of the 
event from the University of Mon-
tana Jazz Festival to the Buddy 
DeFranco Jazz Festival 11 years 
ago after DeFranco visited UM as 
a guest performer and offered his 
expertise to the event.
DeFranco has returned for the 
festival every year since, provid-
ing the University of Montana 
with a taste of world-class jazz 
music. Boyd said there are only 
half a dozen named festivals in the 
country and most of them are after 
artists who are already dead. But 
DeFranco is still alive and playing 
hot jazz tunes.
“At the age of 87, Buddy can 
still hang in there with people a 
third of his age,” Boyd said.
Of all the guest performers 
this year, Boyd said he is espe-
cially excited to see Grace Kelly, 
a 17-year-old saxophonist who has 
been playing professionally since 
she was 12. 
“If there is such a thing as a 
prodigy in jazz, she would be one 
of those,” Boyd said.
This will be Kelly’s first time 
playing solo with a big band. 
Mike Hamling, president of the 
Jazz Program, said, “It’s always 
fun to get to play with a profes-
sional artist, it brings a whole new 
level to your playing and kinda 
caps off your year.”
Maher, who will be participat-
ing in the festival for the first time 
this year, said he is most look-
ing forward to performing a song 
called “Boplicity,” from Miles 
Davis’ 1949 album “Birth of the 
Cool.” 
“The guest who is playing with 
us, Lee Konitz, also played on the 
original Miles Davis album,” Ma-
her said. “It’s pretty cool to be do-
ing it 60 years later with him.”
Tickets for the event are $24 
for an individual night or $42 for 
both. Performances begin at 7:30 
p.m.
There will be free clinics given 
by all the artists at 1 p.m. on Fri-
day and Saturday. More informa-
tion about the schedule and fea-
tured artists is available at www.
umt.edu/defrancojazz. 
“Being isolated in Missoula, 
it’s a rarity to have musicians of 
this caliber coming here to play,” 
Maher said. “It’s an exciting week-
end. It’s an opportunity for people 
to hear world-class music that we 
don’t get very often.”
tori.norskog@umontana.edu
30th annual Jazz Festival brings hot jazz performers to UM
Tori Norskog
Montana Kaimin
Miller Time
By Steve Miller
South Park makes  
free speech argument
See MILLER TIME, page15
was hidden behind a box reading 
“CENSORED”). They took some 
heat for those instances — in fact, 
the “Super Best Friends” episode 
isn’t available on the site anymore 
— but never quite like this.
Given these previous occa-
sions, Parker and Stone seemed 
to have full knowledge of the 
kind of backlash their decision 
would bring, and that's precisely 
what they intended. They're mak-
ing a statement that one shouldn't 
be intimidated by threats or fear 
tactics, and just because Muham-
mad is seen as sacred by millions 
of people around the world doesn't 
make him impervious to criticism 
or depiction by those who don't 
practice the Islamic faith.
As a Greek Orthodox Chris-
tian, there are times when I'm of-
fended by their irreverent portray-
al of Jesus (such as in the episode 
“Hare Club for Men,” when Jesus 
is stabbed in the neck) or God, 
characterized as some sort of de-
mented hippopotamus-fox hybrid. 
I could easily protest the show and 
send scathing letters to Parker and 
Stone, but I realize it's just a car-
toon, and even if I don't agree with 
their viewpoint, they still have the 
right to express their opinion, no 
matter how unfavorable they may 
be at times.
Just as with the protest over the 
cartoons in the Dutch newspapers 
in 2005, this recent outcry over the 
South Park episode illustrates the 
clash between modern expression 
and radical fundamentalism. As 
American citizens, we're used to 
this freedom of speech guaranteed 
to us by the First Amendment, and 
though we are allowed to deride 
public and religious figures, it 
doesn't change the fact that those 
harboring radical ideologies will 
use fear and threats to snuff out 
any dissenting views.
Parker and Stone are equal-op-
portunity offenders, so it's not like 
they constantly single out Muslims 
or Muhammad. But given this cur-
rent cultural climate of tension, it 
doesn't matter if they show Mu-
hammad in a negative light, or 
even show him at all, for that mat-
ter. They opened Pandora’s Box 
and now must face what they cre-
ated.
If it's any consolation to them, 
I support them, not in their depic-
tion of Muhammad or Jesus, or for 
their generally abrasive crudity, 
but as people saying what they be-
lieve, even if it means putting their 
lives in danger. It's something to 
stand behind, and whether you're 
a fan or a hater of the show, it's a 
matter of free speech — the kind 
not to slink away because of in-
timidation or threats.
steven.miller@umontana.edu
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MILLER TIME
From page 14
for DAM. Pierce-Eiselein tried to 
see the group perform last year 
in Seattle, but the show was can-
celed. DAM was denied entry into 
the United States because its mu-
sic was not considered a “cultural 
event.” The group was almost de-
nied entry again this year, but the 
members got a lawyer to ensure 
that didn’t happen.
While in the U.S., DAM will 
tour all over the country, visiting 
mostly big cities like Philadel-
phia, San Diego and Portland. The 
group was very open to visiting 
Montana.
“We are really lucky to have 
them coming,” Pierce-Eiselein 
said.
victoria.norskog@umontana.edu
RAP
From page 13
is more than willing to partici-
pate, but they will all be a part of 
the spelling bee. The actors don’t 
know who the volunteers are be-
fore they are pulled on stage, and 
this allows the actors to improvise 
parts of the play, which makes 
each night a different performance 
than the night before.
“We meet them ten minutes 
into the play when we tell them 
where to sit,” he said.
Hodgin welcomes everyone 
into the world of “Spelling Bee,” 
which will run April 23 and 24, 
April 27 through May 1, and May 
4 through 8. Performances begin 
at 7:30 p.m. and there will be one 
2 p.m. matinee on May 1.
General admission tickets cost 
$18, students and seniors are $14 
and children under 12 get in for 
$8. Tickets can be purchased at the 
Theater and Dance box office in 
the PAR/TV building on campus 
in the lobby of the Montana The-
ater between 11:30 a.m. and 5:30 
p.m. Monday through Friday.
jessica.stugelmayer@umontana.edu
SPELLING BEE
From page 13
Ali Vandergon/Montana Kaimin
Sophomore Mollie Morrow paints her new TOMS shoes on the lawn outside of the Gallagher 
Business Building as a part of the “Style Your Sole” decorating event Thursday afternoon. The 
event was organized by UM’s Greek system. Students placed orders for the shoes at the beginning 
of April to support a charity that provides children in need with new shoes.
Sole style
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the Kaimin assumes no responsibility for 
advertisements which are placed in the 
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their 
best judgement and investigate fully any 
offers of employment, investment or re-
lated topics before paying out any money.
student/Faculty/staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day
r a t e s
lost and found ads may be placed in 
the Kiosk free of charge. they can 
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
the Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepay-
ment is required. ads may be placed at 
dah 207 or via FaX: 243-5475, email: 
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.
                    BAHA’I FAITH 
Religion and Science are inter-twined with 
each other and cannot be separated.  These 
are the two wings with which  
humanity must fly. - ‘Abdu’l-Baha. For 
local information call 829-9538.Or on the 
web:  bahai.org or bahai.us
                    CHILDCARE 
Child care aide needed Thurs. from 12-3 
and some sub hours.  Pick up application 
at 2612 South Avenue West.  If you could 
let us know if we need to provide more 
information or pay in advance that would 
be great.  Thank you for your time.
               LOST AND FOUND 
Lost: two rings, high sentimental value. In 
GBB 4/19/10. Any information please call 
406-459-4569 
                      FOR RENT 
Cheap Charley’s Mini Storage. Griz 
Discount: Full month free with 3 months 
up front. Student discount for truck rental. 
406-721-7277
Weekend cabins 30 mins. from Missoula. 
$44-$66/night. Rock Creek Cabins.  
251-6611.
Two available bedrooms for rent in nice, 
quiet South Hills home. $400.00 a month 
includes everything: water, gas, cable, 
electricity, garbage, etc. There is also a 
$400.00 deposit. Please Call Joseph @ 
1-406-949-4293.
On Rattlesnake Creek & Greenough Park, 
furnished 4-5 bdrms/3 bath, walk to U. and 
dtown, with big studio space. $1600/mo. 
721-8441 or 721-5156. 
                         FOR SALE 
Do you folf?  New hot discraft and discs at 
the Joint Effort.  1916 Brooks St.
Digital Scales. Low Prices. Joint Effort 
1916 Brooks, Holiday Village Shopping 
Center Missoula.
Real Hookah’s from Egypt. 36 kinds of 
Shisha. Just the best. Joint Effort 1916 
Brooks, Holiday Village Shopping Center 
Missoula.
                    HELP WANTED
Wildland Firefighters Needed call  
406-273-6111
Photographer needed to shoot a  
September 18,  2010 wedding.  Must take 
digital pictures both outside and indoors.  
Call 549-9549.
Montana Harley-Davidson is Now Hiring 
for a Full Time Seasonal Retail  
Position (40+ hours)! Must be able to work 
weekends, be customer service oriented, 
outgoing, self motivated, and dependable. 
Submit your resume to Kelcee Baker at 
Montana Harley-Davidson, off I-90 and 
Airway Blvd., Missoula 406-721-2154
Diversified Plastics, Inc. now hiring  
part-time clean-up staff for  
post-production.  Hours are  
Monday-Friday, 3:00 to 5:00 p.m.  For 
more information or to apply, go to  
Missoula Job Service.  Ask for Job Order 
#2977381.
Summer Job opportunity on Flathead Lake 
resort restaurant hiring experienced cooks. 
Call 270-5422
                      PERSONALS 
Counseling and Psychological Services. 
Personal counseling appointments  
available. Please call 243-4711
“Stuttering Support Group for Adults. UM 
Speech Language and Hearing Clinic
Apr. 23th at 12 noon (Curry Health 
Center-Lower Level)
Contact: Chris Merriman, 243-2377, or 
Christine.merriman@umontana.edu”
Test Anxiety Seminar! Sat. April 24th 
9:00AM-12:00. Free! Curry Health Center 
room 073. To register call 243-2833
                        SERVICES 
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student  
discount! Computer Central  
136 E. Broadway 542-6540
FREE Prescription Card!! Save up to 75%; 
Print Your Card at www.nulegacyrxcard.
com/alwaysfree
Basic Wildland Fire classes, May 17-21. 
Call 406-543-0013
              MISCELLANEOUS 
(Notice changed phone number) How does 
remaining closeted about your sexual-
ity affect your life? Anonymously, share 
your experiences and insights about being 
a closeted man who’s sexually attracted 
to other men. The Men’s Health Study is 
recruiting closeted men who have sex with 
men (MSM) to participate in anonymous, 
paid interviews as part of a University of 
Montana research project. Call  
406-552-2115 for details
Nothing says Montana like Moose Poop.  
Get yours at the UC Art Fair, booth #21 
this Thursday, Friday, and Saturday.   
406-829-3618 or moosecense.com
Sales Opportunity! Help local business 
owners get new customers and sales! Huge 
demand internet service. Earn $50 - $100 
per sale. 10+ a day potential. Must be self 
motivated and well presented. Call (406) 
992-3704 or dee_jay_ehn@yahoo.com and 
leave contact information. 
think ‘Well heck, I can do that 
too’.”
even by uM’s lofty standards 
this season, the Montana Open 
proved to be a red-letter day for 
the team as a whole and it’s hop-
ing to keep the momentum go-
ing in Washington this saturday, 
schweyen said.
“On the women’s side, as far 
as what we have and what we’ve 
recruited, I think we’re moving 
in the right direction,” schweyen 
said. “Our men’s (team) is getting 
better, but we need to get some 
work done on saturday.”
after the meet at Washington 
state, the griz will travel to boze-
man for the Cat-griz dual on May 
1, and then wrap up the season at 
home with the tom gage Classic 
six days later.
despite nearly maxing out 
on conference qualifications on 
the women’s side, schweyen is 
looking for both squads to keep 
their eyes on the prize and push for 
as many conference and regional 
spots as possible.
“staying focused is when you 
come to track, it’s all track,” schw-
eyen said. “and you’re concentrat-
ing on making yourself better to-
day than you’ve ever been. every 
day is an opportunity to become 
better and that’s what we’re fo-
cused on.”
troy.warzocha@umontana.edu
TRACK
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“particularly when considering the 
possibility that those caregivers 
may not have survived the disas-
ter.”
gabrielli and gill will present 
their preliminary findings at the 
conference.
“We will also propose some 
ways that developmental psycholo-
gy and western psychologists could 
positively impact relief efforts,” 
gill said.
gill and gabrielli said they are 
looking forward to the conference 
because it provides the opportunity 
to get perspectives from others with 
overlapping interests and research.  
“It allows us to share informa-
tion with others that we feel needs 
the attention of many caring peo-
ple,” gill said. 
the conference will be held sat-
urday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. in the 
university Center third-floor meet-
ing rooms. 
this year’s conference will fea-
ture nearly 100 presentations from 
9 a.m. to noon and 2:30 p.m. to 4 
p.m. additionally, poster sessions 
will take place from 2:30 p.m. to 4 
p.m. 
there will also be a roundtable 
discussion titled “research on 
global health Issues: hazards and 
hopes” held from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
a panel of uM faculty members 
will discuss diverse topics related 
to global health, especially as it 
pertains to research. 
the conference awards ceremo-
ny and closing reception will begin 
at 5 p.m. with remarks by Missoula 
Mayor John engen and uM Pro-
vost royce engstrom.
shanda.bradshaw@umontana.edu
CONFERENCE
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but for a team needing ev-
ery singles and doubles match it 
can muster, the X-factor could be 
sophomore timo gehrke.
In 2008, gehrke starred at Old 
dominion, where he battled his 
way into the club’s first position.
but this season gehrke has 
been hampered by a nagging leg 
injury he suffered early on and is 
slowly fighting his way back. 
he said it’s been tough return-
ing physically, but half the battle 
has been a mental one.
“It’s a huge disadvantage,” 
gehrke said of the weight of the 
injury on his mind. “I think about 
it every time I go on the court. I 
guess I’ve just got to fight through 
it and not think about it.”
easier said than done. but still, 
so far, so good.
the powerful 6-foot-4 gehrke 
unfurled a slew of monster serves 
to blast northern Colorado’s 
andre lepine off the court last 
saturday before teaming up with 
senior raydner ramos to oust 
Montana state’s Myles Perkins 
and Ferrero 8–5 in doubles sun-
day.
but even if Facey and gehrke 
take care of business, that still 
leaves the team two wins shy of 
the match. Cue Carl Kuschke, 
the Montana sophomore hitting 
from the first spot, and Mikolaj 
borkowski, a senior hitting out of 
the second.
the two have to put the last 
sacramento round behind them. 
Kuschke lost in straight sets to 
sacramento standout Kiryl har-
batsiuk, while borkowski got 
throttled 6–0, 6–0 at the hands of 
anton stryhas.
but no matter what happens, 
nord said his team won’t go down 
without a fight.
“We have to come out swing-
ing,” nord said. “these guys know 
we can’t be gun shy, and I’m sure 
we won’t be.”
matthew.mcleod@umontana.edu
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